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This book introduces an innovative theoretical framework to identify how different systems of government shape climate policymaking arrangements at the local level. It highlights how resource interdependencies and power relationships involving municipalities, higher tiers of government and other local actors shape urban governance in two case study cities: Newcastle upon Tyne, in England, and Gelsenkirchen, in Germany. By applying the framework to policymaking in three sectors (climate change strategy, planning and each council’s own corporate activities), the study shows how these relationships shape policy styles, objectives and outcomes at the local level. The book also reveals how urban policymaking arrangements in both Germany and England are evolving, as municipal governments seek to increase their capacity to address challenging policy problems whilst facing resource constraints. This book was the runner-up in the 2017 Early Career Researcher Prize in German Studies, a collaboration between the Institute for German Studies at the University of Birmingham and Peter Lang.

PETER ECKERSLEY is a Senior Research Fellow at Nottingham Trent University, with interests in public policy, multi-level governance, sustainability, austerity and public accountability. He is also the Reviews Editor of Local Government Studies. He holds a PhD in Political Science from Newcastle University in the UK and has studied and undertaken research visits at the Universities of Leipzig, Münster and Potsdam in Germany. Since completing his doctorate he has worked as a Research Associate at Newcastle University, the University of York and the University of Sheffield and has published in a range of political science, public administration, geography, management and accounting journals.
Ever since ancient times, diplomacy has always been the most important form of communication used by state and non-state actors in the process of shaping their mutual relations for making desired non-confictual state sustainable while protecting their securities and preserving their interests without fighting at all levels. Diplomacy is also regarded as a process which should be conducted in many tracks concurrently. Public diplomacy, as one of those tracks, can be defined as the efforts conducted by state actors towards the foreign public audiences in order to bring multidimensional differences together on common grounds, while opening space to the traditional diplomacy through common social, cultural and humanitarian values. This book compiles the contributions presented at the conference “The Role of Public Diplomacy in Bringing the Conflicted Communities Together,” organized by Yunus Emre Institute Cultural Diplomacy Academy and Global Public Diplomacy Network, as well as through the valuable contributions of globally recognized academics, diplomats, and practitioners from around the world. The book concentrates mainly on hands-on public diplomacy solutions and discusses public diplomacy as for the strategic engagement process with the conflicted communities.

Many scholars posit distinct European and American approaches to public policy, with the European approach more likely to have a generous social safety net, tougher regulations on businesses, and stronger protections for animals. Via a comparative analysis of several policies, In Search of Canine Justice asks whether this conventional wisdom holds in the area of canine welfare. While there is much vindication of these two distinct approaches, the reality is more complex when the behavior of particular states is taken into account. In short, European laws are more likely to advance canine welfare, but there are not only exceptions but places where practices deviate from the laws. At the state level in the United States, the trend is toward more protective laws and practices in this area as well. In Search of Canine Justice is a valuable resource for students of comparative politics, animal studies, animal law, and public policy, as well as anyone with a general interest in canine welfare or a specific interest in the regulation of commercial breeding, euthanasia, commercial greyhound racing, scientific experimentation, and/or unnecessary surgeries for cosmetic reasons.
Mohammed M.A. Ahmed

How Shiites Won the Battle Against Islamic State
Kurds and Sunnis in Iraq

New York, 2018. XX, 288 pp., 2 b/w ill.

hh. • ISBN 978-3-433-5434-8
CHF 98.– / €D 84.95 / €A 87.30 / £ 79.20 / US-$ 94.95
ebook (SUL) • ISBN 978-1-4331-5794-3
CHF 98.– / €D 94.95 / €A 96.– / £ 86.40 / US-$ 94.95

The 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq inadvertently changed the balance of power in favor of the Shiite community in Iraq and beyond. How Shiites Won the Battle Against Islamic State: Kurds and Sunnis in Iraq sheds light on how the Shiite-dominated government’s sectarian policies deepened the divide between Iraq’s major communities (Shiites, Sunni Arabs, and the Kurds) and led the country on the path of unending sectarian violence. This book explains how the government’s failure to address Sunni Arab grievances led to the emergence of the radical Islamic State and convinced the Kurds that they could not coexist with Iraqi Arabs, who had been at each other’s throats since 2003. This book notes that the emergence of a Shiite-dominated government in Baghdad was a historical event that led Iran to achieve its longstanding dream of extending its influence from Tehran to Baghdad, Damascus, and Beirut. How Shiites Won the Battle Against Islamic State places a special focus on how Shiite politicians’ slick diplomacy and media campaigns diverted attention from its sectarian policies in 2014 by labeling the Sunni Arabs as terrorists and Kurdish leaders as corrupt separatists and troublemakers. This book also uncovers how the Iraqi government was able to garner Western military and political support to defeat ISIS and derail the Kurdish statehood movement.

Florian Bieber • Magdalena Solska • Dane Taleski (eds.)

Illicit and authoritarian tendencies in Central, Southeastern and Eastern Europe

Interdisciplinary Studies on Central and Eastern Europe. Vol. 19

Bern, 2018. 376 pp., 4 tables, 1 graph.

Interdisciplinary Studies on Central and Eastern Europe. Vol. 19

hh. • ISBN 978-3-0343-2686-5
CHF 99.– / €D 85.95 / €A 88.– / £ 80.– / US-$ 96.95
ebook (SUL) • ISBN 978-3-0343-2686-5
CHF 99.– / €D 94.95 / €A 96.– / £ 86.– / US-$ 96.95

Even though the democratic decline has been deemed a global phenomenon, the question of how it manifests itself in the postcommunist world and how it varies across different regions with divergent levels of democratic consolidation has not been sufficiently addressed yet. This book tries to fill the gap and examines the causes and nature of the deteriorating quality of democracy in Central Europe as well as the reversal or stagnation of democratization processes in Southeastern and Eastern Europe. The political elite plays a key role in initiating legislative changes that may lead to democratic backsliding. Its constant commitment to the rule of law and to the practice of self-restraint in securing the independence of judiciary and the rights of political opposition appears hence indispensable for sustainable liberal democracy.

Tanja Feder

Fachkraft-Kind-Relation versus Betreuungsschlüssel – Realität oder Fiktion?
Eine empirische Untersuchung im Bundesland Bayern

Berlin, 2019. 336 S., 35 s/w Abb., 36 s/w Tab.

Aktuelle Probleme moderner Gesellschaften. Bd. 24

geb. • ISBN 978-3-631-78177-7
CHF 70.– / €D 66.95 / €A 67.30 / £ 56.10 / US-$ 67.95
ebook (SUL) • ISBN 978-3-631-78507-2
CHF 70.– / €D 66.95 / €A 67.30 / £ 56.10 / US-$ 67.95

Im Rahmen des aktuell diskutierten Fachkräftemangels im Elementarbereich beleuchtet der Band die Betreuungsrelation in bayerischen Kindertagesstätten. Mithilfe einer Forschungstrias zeigt die Autorin einen Abriss über die Rahmenbedingungen in Kindertagesstätten sowie deren Auswirkungen auf das Personal auf. Die Forschung ergibt eine Differenz zwischen der formalen und realen Betreuungsrelation. Die Annahme, dass die Qualifikation des Personals den wichtigsten Faktor für die Qualität der Kinderbetreuung darstellt, bestätigt sich aus Sicht des Personals nicht. Die individuellen Qualitätsansprüche beeinflussen eine gelingende Teamarbeit und eine gute Betreuungsrelation. Auch das subjektive Erleben der Mitarbeiter_innen stellt einen wichtigen Faktor dar.

Jo Renee Formicola

Papal Policies on Clerical Sexual Abuse

God Weeps


hh. • ISBN 978-3-433-5203-0
CHF 98.– / €D 84.95 / €A 87.30 / £ 79.20 / US-$ 94.95

pb. • ISBN 978-3-433-6401-4
CHF 49.– / €D 41.95 / €A 43.30 / £ 39.20 / US-$ 46.95
ebook (SUL) • ISBN 978-1-4331-5204-7
CHF 49.– / €D 46.95 / €A 47.– / £ 39.20 / US-$ 46.95

This book shows how Popes John Paul II and Benedict XVI mandated many confused, inconsistent, and misguided policies on clerical sexual abuse; actions that ultimately hindered the implementation of effective reforms to alleviate the crisis that has enveloped the Catholic Church for the last two decades. It also examines the possibility of authentic change by articulating the positive outreach of Pope Francis to the victims of abuse, his attempts at institutional atonement, as well as his struggles to implement systematic actions for the protection of young people.
Cultural Policy

Deon Geldenhuys

The Politics of Persecution

Contemporary Case Studies

Bruxelles, SIO pp.
Regional Integration and Social Cohesion. Vol. 19

The age-old practice of persecution has been recognised since the mid-20th century as a crime against humanity under international law. Even so, scores of states have continued to commit this serious human rights violation, characterised by systematic discrimination against groups of people based on aspects of their identity. While acknowledging the legal aspects involved, this book emphasizes the essentially political nature of acts of state-driven discrimination on such grounds as race, language, culture and political orientation. Fifteen contemporary cases of persecution are examined to determine who discriminated against whom, why, how, when and with what outcomes. Among the examples are Indonesia, Turkey, China, Iraq, Uganda, South Africa, Israel, Zimbabwe, Croatia, Myanmar and Sri Lanka.

Wolfgang Gieler - Markus Porsche-Ludwig (Hrsg.)

Staatenlexikon Amerika

Geographie, Geschichte, Kultur, Politik und Wirtschaft


Paal J. Frisvold

Towards Europe

The Story of a Reluctant Norway


Does Norway belong to Western Europe? This provocative question, put to the head of the Norwegian delegation to the conference on the reconstruction of Europe after World War II, begins the history of Norwegian attitudes towards European integration. From 1905 to 1994, Norway opposed practically all types of European and international cooperation. Had Norway’s views gained traction, Europe and the world would look very different today. Towards Europe demonstrates how little Norwegians knew before the 1994 referendum about the EU Single Market and the European Economic Area (EEA). The book takes the reader behind the scenes of secret negotiations between the EU and Norway, giving an unprecedented insight into how the EEA works in practice. It illustrates with concrete examples Norway’s ability to articulate its views and to be heard in Brussels, from the perspective of both government and interest groups. It also looks at Norway’s potential to tackle future EU challenges such as the Energy Union, migration policies, transatlantic trade and the Banking Union. Towards Europe will provide the reader with pertinent insights into whether the EEA is a suitable alternative for Britain’s future relations with the EU. This edition includes an extra chapter on how to influence the EU from a non-member country.

Paal J. Frisvold is a leading Norwegian expert on the EU and the EEA, with experience of working with the OECD and the EFTA, and as a campaigner for The Bellona Foundation, a Norwegian environmental NGO. Today, he is a writer, a political commentator and an adviser to Norwegian business, industry and civil society in Brussels. Paal Frisvold holds a Masters degree in International Affairs from Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies in Bologna and Washington DC. He fenced for Norway in the Los Angeles Olympic Games in 1984.
The Remaking of the Euro-Mediterranean Vision

Challenging Eurocentrism with Local Perceptions in the Middle East and North Africa


Global Politics and Security, Vol. 2

This edited collection is a timely and in-depth perception analysis of Euro-Mediterranean relations and the EU policy actions towards the Mediterranean region. The book takes as its departure point the recent geopolitical developments in the Middle East and North Africa, urging the renewal of a Euro-Mediterranean partnership while challenging the ‘Eurocentric orientation of EU policies’—a critical factor which explains why the EU has been unable to adjust its policies to the region’s fast-changing complexities. The volume subsequently introduces the findings of an elite survey conducted between 2017–2018 with local stakeholders in 9 countries in the Mediterranean. The findings and policy recommendations presented in the book aim to contribute to making EU policies more responsive to major challenges in the region, more flexible on the multilateral and the bilateral level and more inclusive of local stakeholders in 9 countries in the Mediterranean. The findings and policy recommendations presented in the book aim to contribute to making EU policies more responsive to major challenges in the region, more flexible on the multilateral and the bilateral level and more inclusive of key stakeholders. This book will interest EU policy-makers, civil society, academics and researchers on EU policy, as well as IR experts in general.

Contemporary Anarchist Criminology

Against Authoritarianism and Punishment


Radical Animal Studies and Total Liberation, Vol. 6

Contemporary Anarchist Criminology: Against Authoritarianism and Punishment offers a cutting-edge critical assessment of criminology by creating provocative discussions regarding business as usual in the criminal justice system. This exciting interdisciplinary book explores a diversity of topics that range from the construction of criminal law, to Lombroso, to deviant behavior, to prison abolition, to transformative justice, to restorative justice, to environmental justice, and to the prison industrial complex. Contemporary Anarchist Criminology is a must-read book for anyone looking for a serious critique of the criminal justice system, specifically for those in sociology, political science, criminology, peace and conflict studies, and criminal justice. Contemporary Anarchist Criminology is not for the timid, but for those wanting to challenge and dismantle the current forms of domination, oppression, and injustice that frame and define the current system of justice.
Elena Aoun · Pierre Vercauteren (eds.)

The State between Interdependence and Power in the Contemporary World

A reassessment

Bruxelles, 2019, 276 p., 2 ill. en couleurs, 4 ill. n/b

Geopolitique et résolution des conflits / Geopolitics and Conflict Resolution. Vol. 23

pb. • ISBN 978-2-8076-0257-1
CHF 57.– / €D 48.95 / €A 50.60 / € 46.– / £ 38.– / US-$ 55.95
ebook (SUL) • ISBN 978-2-8076-0258-8
CHF 57.– / €D 54.95 / €A 55.20 / € 46.– / £ 38.– / US-$ 55.95

For decades, the discipline of International Relations (IR) has been defined by the centrality of the state as the international actor par excellence and most debates on this key actor have developed from the perspective of ‘power’ as a defining notion. Later, IR analysts awoke to a new context that appeared to be the consequence of multiple evolutions and trends which began decades earlier but remained mostly unnoticed or underestimated. None of these trends that underpin today’s global context leaves the state and traditional notions of power unaffected. There is therefore a need to reassess the place of the state as it faces all the challenges of this more complex international reality. One part of a pluriannual research project undertaken in the framework of the Research Network on International Governance, Globalization and the Transformations of the State (REGIMEN), this book seeks to address these core issues from various perspectives, allowing for broad and detailed analyses alike. The first part of the volume offers new theoretical insights on power in the contemporary international system. The second part offers a collection of chapters equally interested in developed middle powers and emerging ones, with a focus on state practices in a period characterized by multiple crises and shifting power distribution. Finally, the last section tackles the hollowing out of state power from very different perspectives, in quite different configurations of interdependence, and in various countries or regions.

Georges Assima

Les Forgerons de la Paix en Terre Promise

1917-2017

Bern, 2018. 176 p., 5 ill. en couleurs, 4 ill. n/b

pb. • ISBN 978-3-0343-3472-3
CHF 49.– / €D 48.95 / €A 50.60 / € 46.– / £ 38.– / US-$ 47.95
ebook (SUL) • ISBN 978-3-0343-3473-0
CHF 49.– / €D 45.95 / €A 46.80 / € 39.– / £ 32.– / US-$ 47.95

Un cycle de guerres et de cessez-le-feu a parcouru tout un siècle le Moyen-Orient, de mains tendues suivies de pas en arrière de la Première Guerre mondiale à nos jours autour du sort final de la Terre trois fois Sainte. Et ce tableau s’est noirci pour longtemps et sous des traits encore plus sombres avec l’irruption de Daesh pour des populations victimes toujours plus nombreuses. Avec le remboursement de la dette de Folke Bernadotte, Abdallah de Jordanie, Anouar el-Sadate, Yitzhak Rabin, notamment, pour re mettre, encore et toujours, l’ouvrage sur le métier. Au prix du sacrifice suprême dans l’exercice de cet intrépide mais noble sacerdoce d’une réconciliation, en fait comme en droit, entre les populations de ce qu’ont été le Royaume d’Israël puis la Palestine.

Joachim Beck (ed.)

Transdisciplinary Discourses on Cross-Border Cooperation in Europe

Bruxelles, 2019, 562 pp., 13 b/w ill.

Euroclio. Études et Documents / Studies and Documents. Vol. 107

CHF 81.– / €D 76.95 / €A 78.– / € 65.– / £ 53.– / US-$ 78.95
ebook (SUL) • ISBN 978-2-8076-0744-6
CHF 81.– / €D 76.95 / €A 78.– / € 65.– / £ 53.– / US-$ 78.95

In the context of European integration, cross-border cooperation has become increasingly important. Following both the quantitative and qualitative expansion of this policy-field, it has repeatedly been the subject of scientific analysis in the past. However, as a result of the classical differentiation of the scientific system, it was mostly viewed from a monodisciplinary perspective. This publication aims at the foundation of a trans-disciplinary research approach in the field of European cross-border cooperation. It takes the multi-dimensional reality of practical territorial cooperation in Europe as a starting point and develops a transdisciplinary scientific approach. Based on a common analytic frame of reference, practical patterns of cross-border policy-making in different European border regions are analyzed from the integrated theoretical perspectives of various scientific disciplines: Political Science, Geography, Sociology, History, Law, Cultural Sciences and Sociolinguistics, Economics and Administrative Science. The scientific conceptualizations are expanded by reports from practitioners coming from different institutional and functional levels of European cross-border policy-making.

Elena Flor

SDR: from Bretton Woods to a world currency

Bruxelles, 2019, 1 ill. b/w, 7 tab. b/w

Federalism. Vol. 11

pb. • ISBN 978-2-8076-1017-0
CHF 46.– / €D 39.95 / €A 40.70 / € 37.– / £ 31.– / US-$ 44.95
ebook (SUL) • ISBN 978-2-8076-1018-7
CHF 46.– / €D 43.95 / €A 44.40 / € 37.– / £ 31.– / US-$ 44.95

Keynes’s proposal in 1944 at the Bretton Woods Conference to found the new international monetary system on a world currency (the “bancor”) was rejected and the dollar – convertible into gold – was put at the center of the system. In 1968 the IMF created its own “unit of account” – the SDR – based on a basket of national currencies and, in 1971, president Nixon announced the end of dollar convertibility to gold. In 2008 the financial crisis erupted and in 2016 the renminbi was included in the SDR basket: a new international multi-currency reserve system is emerging. This work offers a synthetic but comprehensive view of the international monetary system’s evolution from an original perspective: the process for reinforcing and stabilizing it through the gradual introduction of a world currency (notably, the SDR).


**Marcin Grabowski · Paweł Laidler (eds.)**

**Global Development Policy in the 21st Century**

**New Challenges**

Berlin, 2018. 280 pp., 6 fig. b/w, 16 tables

*International Relations in Asia, Africa and the Americas. Politics, Economy, Society - Transdisciplinary Perspectives. Vol. 4*

This book addresses new problems and challenges of development in the 21st century, trying to answer questions, how to turn nations that are underdeveloped and torn apart by conflict into good places to live and how to help them develop. Issues connected with globalization, political challenges, constitutional systems as a condition for development are addressed. Problems of entrepreneurship in developing regions, as well as transnational connections between countries, making them vulnerable to economic crises are also touched upon. Finally, issues connected with institutional design, clean energy, health service challenges, as well as gender issues are analyzed. All those issues refer to developing countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America, as well as Central and Eastern Europe.

**Michael Haas**

**United States Diplomacy with North Korea and Vietnam**

Explaining Failure and Success

New York, 2018. XXVIII, 162 pp. 9 b/w illus. 6 tables

*International Relations in Asia, Africa and the Americas. Politics, Economy, Society - Transdisciplinary Perspectives*

Dr. Michael Haas’ book, *United States Diplomacy with North Korea and Vietnam: Explaining Failure and Success*, aims to explain a significant, beguiling discrepancy in U.S. foreign relations: How has American diplomacy with Vietnam proved so successful when compared with its efforts to negotiate with North Korea? Haas undertakes a comparative analysis of foreign policy decisions to determine how relationships between the U.S. and each country have diverged drastically, in spite of a legacy of U.S. occupation in both regions. By tracing diplomatic interactions historically, comparatively quantifying diplomatic missteps on the part of the U.S., and cross-testing four paradigms of international relations, Haas presents a case for why the U.S. has succeeded in developing good relations with Vietnam while failing to achieve them with North Korea. Nuclear war haunts the world today because the U.S. has refused to negotiate a peace agreement with North Korea for more than six decades, yet the U.S. is on friendly terms today with Vietnam, a former enemy. This book answers why, finding that Washington’s diplomacy with both countries explains the dramatic difference. Among four theories posed, power politics and presidential politics are refuted as explanations. Mass society theory, which focuses on civil society, finds that negotiations regarding American soldiers missing in action paved the way for success with Vietnam but not with North Korea. But diplomacy theory—tracing moves and countermoves during diplomatic interactions—reveals the real source of the problem: The United States provided reciprocated unilateral positive gestures to Vietnam while repeatedly double crossing North Korea. Although Pyongyang repeatedly offered to give up nuclear developments, Washington offered no alternative to Pyongyang but to develop a nuclear deterrent to safeguard the country against a devious and hostile U.S. The book, in short, serves as a serious corrective to false narratives and options being disseminated about the situation that fail to appreciate North Korea perspectives. Now that North Korea has a nuclear deterrent, diplomacy is the only route toward a de-escalation of tensions so that the United States can live peacefully with North Korea in a manner similar to its relations with nuclear China and nuclear Russia. More broadly, *United States Diplomacy with North Korea and Vietnam* demonstrates what happens when Washington plays the role of global bully, whereas more resources are needed for developing diplomatic talent in a world that will otherwise become more dangerous.

**Radka Havlová (éd.)**

**Untangling the Mayhem: Crises and Prospects of the Middle East**


*International Relations in Asia, Africa and the Americas. Politics, Economy, Society - Transdisciplinary Perspectives. Vol. 3*

The volume discusses the recent developments in selected countries of the Middle East and North Africa. Theoretical chapter presents the internal and external factors influencing the development and democratization processes. Based on these factors the authors analyze in depth the recent development in Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Libya, Palestine, Syria, Turkey and Yemen. The authors demonstrate that the recent development in these countries varied significantly, mostly due to the difference of the historical, political, economic, security or religious conditions in the relevant countries.

**Thomas Meszaros (éd.)**

**Repenser les stratégies nucléaires**

Continuités et ruptures. Un hommage à Lucien Poirier

Bruxellesawa, 2019. 490 p., 2 tab. n/b.

*Enjeux internationaux / International Issues. Vol. 46*

Cet ouvrage a pour objectif d’enrichir la connaissance dans un domaine particulier des relations internationales et stratégiques : les stratégies nucléaires. Pour contribuer à cette connaissance, il réunit les contributions de jeunes chercheurs et chercheurs confirmés, issus d’horizons différents, qui invitent à repenser les trajectoires historiques et intellectuelles des stratégies et des armes nucléaires dans les relations internationales. Ce volume interroge la période des origines, celle des pre-
mières pensées sur le sujet, en particulier celle de Lucien Poirier, à qui cet ouvrage rend hommage. Ce retour aux sources de la pensée stratégique nucléaire, à l’époque de la guerre froide, permet d’envisager les continuités et les ruptures à l’œuvre depuis, dans les relations internationales post-guerre froide, notamment sur les questions liées à la diffusion et à la virtualisation de l’arme nucléaire ainsi qu’au désarmement nucléaire. Ce livre, en proposant une réflexion originale et fondamentale sur la place des armes nucléaires dans les théories des relations internationales, invite aussi à ouvrir un débat constructif sur leurs trajectoires passées, présentes et à venir dans les relations internationales proprement dites.

**Vladimir Vučković • Vladimir Đorđević (eds.)**

**Balkanizing Europeanization: Fight against Corruption and Regional Relations in the Western Balkans**

Berlin, 2019. 204 pp., 1 b/w ill., 4 b/w tables.

The main theme of this book revolves around the idea of Europeanization of the Western Balkans. In that respect, the volume discusses the fight against corruption and regional relations in former Yugoslav states, such as Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia. The objective of the book is to detect the level of effectiveness of the EU impact on domestic structural changes in the Western Balkans regarding aforementioned research issues. The contributors argue that the EU impact in the Western Balkans has so far been limited and point to limitations in this regard. «The book Balkanizing Europeanisation offers timely, detailed, critical and excellently researched insight into the complicated mutual relations of the EU and the countries of the Balkan Peninsula. Based on excellent scholarship, meticulous original research and first-hand experience with the Balkan area, the authors provide a reader with rich and profound analysis of successes and failures of Europeanisation of the Balkan countries. The volume shall become an obligatory reading for many categories of scholars, experts, and people practicing diplomacy with and in the region.» Vit Hlousek, Professor of European Politics, Masaryk University «The limits to and problems connected with processes of Europeanization in the Western Balkans remain an important topic both for policy-makers and for scholarly inquiry. Vučković and Đorđević are to be congratulated for having assembled a first-rate teach of scholars to examine the most vital issues at hand.» Sabrina P. Ramet, Professor of Political Science, The Norwegian University of Science & Technology

**John Michael Weaver**

**United Nations Security Council Permanent Member Perspectives**

Implications for U.S. and Global Intelligence Professionals

New York, 2019. VI, 108 pp., 4 b/w ill., 5 tables

CHF 98.– / €94.95 / €99.95 / £79.20 / £64.– / US-$94.95

Threats to peace and stability are real and will likely continue into the foreseeable future. Likewise, globalization and its proliferation has made it increasingly difficult in knowing whether one is a friend or foe. This is particularly true when turning to the relationship of the five permanent members of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC); the relationships are not as clear as was the case two decades ago. Intelligence professionals the world over would be remiss in their assessments if they fail to take into account the position of each in the context of contemporary issues. Countries can be aligned on one issue and yet diametrically opposed on others. This research looks to enhance what Ernest Boyer refers to as scholarship of integration and uses the Federal Qualitative Secondary Data Case Study Triangulation Model and a variation of a model referred to as the York Intelligence Red Team Model-Modified (YIRTM-M) to conduct the analysis. More pointedly, this book looks at issues from the U.S. perspective to see how the YIRTM-M can be applied to advance its own interests on the world stage and to better understand when each can be seen as a friend or foe.

**Jonathon Patrick Whooley**

**Imagining Iran**

Orientalism and the Construction of Security Development in American Foreign Policy


CHF 98.– / €94.95 / €99.95 / £79.20 / £64.– / US-$94.95

Imagining Iran constructs and assembles American foreign policy through critical security studies discourse analysis and Orientalist descriptions of key actors within the presidential administrations of Lyndon Baines Johnson through Ronald Reagan (1965–1989). This book is essential reading for those who are interested in learning about how foreign policy making is conducted, how theories directly affect the process of foreign policy making, and how the shah and Iran served US interests. It also discusses the larger question of why the US uses autocratic proxies to pursue its nominally human rights and democracy-based goals. Students of foreign policy, Middle East studies, and critical security studies, as well as Iran experts, can benefit from this historical deep dive on policy making. The internal conversations, diary entries, and previously classified documents and briefings tell the story of how the US imagined Iran, and why that ideational construction proved to be such a dominant and pernicious image for 26 years, the reverberations of which are still felt today in our modern conception of what Iran is and what Iranians can do through the lens of American foreign policy.
Access to electricity is a key factor for the future of the African continent. Energy poverty and lack of universal access to electricity services are, in fact, remarkably hurting human progress in Africa. Today, sub-Saharan Africa hosts 14 percent of the world’s population but 60 percent of the world’s people without access to electricity: of the more than 1 billion people globally who had no access to electricity, around 600 million lived in the region. In these conditions, many African countries are unable to develop a solid economy or provide basic health and education services to their citizens. Starting from the analysis of present and future economic, demographic, social and technological trends, Empowering Africa offers an in-depth assessment of the current status and of the future prospects of access to electricity in the African continent. The volume describes the main developments in the Africa’s electricity sector, addressing the issue both from a regional and a thematic point of view, and attempting to define the key trends of a sector that will necessarily contribute to shape the continent’s political, social and economic dynamics for the next decades.

In the first part of the book an analysis is developed regarding the fiscal structure of the Monetary Union, starting by the Maastricht constraints and going through the Stability and Growth Pact to the Fiscal Compact. The main idea is that a new structure of the European budget should be promoted, with an increased size and new own resources, overcoming the limits of the current structure either on the revenue side or on the expenditure one. The main role of a renewed budget will be to provide the European public goods that are necessary to guarantee internal and external security, protection of the environment, technological innovations and all the measures that are needed to support growth and competitiveness of European production. A Stabilisation Fund should be put in place, so that the Eurozone could be able to face with adequate means a new general or asymmetric shock. The second part is devoted to the problem of providing new own resources to the European budget. After a brief overview of the current system and its limits, the main proposal is to introduce a carbon tax that will complement the existing Emission Trading System. The new tax should be levied on the emissions of carbon dioxide generated by the use of fossil fuel, with a rate proportional to the carbon content of the fuel. This tax is a way of “getting prices right”, putting a price on negative externalities produced by the combustion of fuels, which generate CO2 emissions. This proposal is politically acceptable only if the new tax will not worsen the external competitiveness of European production. This result could be achieved if a similar levy is put on the border on imports of “like” goods coming from countries where a price is not put on the use of carbon dioxide emissions through a system of border tax adjustments, compatible with WTO rules.
Claudio Giulio Anta

Albert Einstein

The Roads to Pacifism


Studies in the History of Religious and Political Pluralism. Vol. 10

Albert Einstein (1879–1955) is universally known as the father of the theory of relativity; however, he was also one of the most eminent pacifists of the first half of the twentieth century. Through his active, pragmatic and nuanced breed of pacifism, he sought to confront the dilemmas and problems stemming from the unstable political conditions of his time: the beginning of the Great War, the creation and failure of the League of Nations, the emergence of totalitarian regimes, the outbreak of the Second World War, the dawn of the Atomic Age, the escalation of the Cold War, the establishment of the United Nations with its apparent institutional weakness and the need for a world government. His reflections on the subject of peace led him into dialogue with the most prestigious figures of the political and cultural world: from Romain Rolland to Bertrand Russell via Georg Friedrich Nicolai, Sigmund Freud, King Albert I of Belgium, Léo Szilárd, Emery Reves and Franklin Delano Roosevelt (amongst others). This dialogue is further emphasized by the book’s final section, an anthology of Einstein’s writings and speeches, which significantly enriches this study.

Claudio Giulio Anta holds a doctorate in History of Political Thought and Political Institutions from the University of Turin. He has obtained the Italian «National Academic Qualification» and through this was awarded the title of Associate Professor of Political Philosophy. He contributes to the journals Nuova Antologia, Rivista di studi politici internazionali and The European Union Review. His published books include Il rilancio dell’Europa. Il progetto di Jacques Delors, 2004; Padri dell’Europa. Sette brevi ritratti, 2005 (the French translation of which was published by Peter Lang in 2007); Winston Churchill e l’idea dell’Europa unita, 2007; The Europeanism of Winston Churchill, 2009; Guerra alla Guerra. La lezione di «Coenobium», 2010 (the French translation of which was published by Peter Lang in 2012); and Lord Lothian: The Paths of Federalism, Peter Lang, 2014.
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International Criminal Tribunals do not only do justice and judge the perpetrators of the most heinous crimes. Their decisions often affect whole societies, governments, legislation in distant countries and trigger processes of adaptation in the administration of countries, which are under the jurisdiction of such a tribunal. This book presents the first part of the results of a five-year international research project, based on field research in ten European and African countries. It shows how and when International Criminal Tribunals can trigger institutional reforms even in non-democratic countries, and when and how some governments resisted the tribunals’ influence. The editors and authors make an important contribution to the debates in International Relations, International Law and Political Science by showing the possibilities and limits of International Criminal Justice. Volume 1 presents the evidence from field studies in Rwanda, Kenya, Sudan, South Sudan, Libya, Kosovo, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, Croatia and Montenegro.
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International Criminal Tribunals do not only do justice and judge the perpetrators of the most heinous crimes. Their decisions often affect whole societies, governments, legislation in distant countries and trigger processes of adaptation in the administration of countries, which are under the jurisdiction of such a tribunal. This book presents the first part of the results of a five-year international research project, based on field research in ten European and African countries. It shows how and when International Criminal Tribunals can trigger institutional reforms even in non-democratic countries, and when and how some governments resisted the tribunals’ influence. The editors and authors make an important contribution to the debates in International Relations, International Law and Political Science by showing the possibilities and limits of International Criminal Justice. Volume 2 presents the evidence from field studies in Sudan, South Sudan, Libya, Ukraine and Russia.
Do International Criminal Tribunals trigger social change, provide reconciliation, stabilize fragile post-conflict societies? Many authors claim they do, but they base their assumptions mainly on theoretical considerations and opinion polls. The editors and authors of this book take a different position: based on extensive field research in nine European and African countries, they examine whether tribunal decisions resulted in changes in media frames about the conflicts which gave rise to the creation of these tribunals. International Tribunals hardly ever shape or change the grand narratives about wars and other conflicts, but they often manage to trigger small changes in media frames which, in some cases, even lead to public reflection about guilt and responsibility and more awareness for (the respective enemy’s) victims. On an empirical basis, this book shows the potential of International Criminal Justice, the possibilities, but also the limits of International Criminal Tribunals. Volume 1 presents the evidence from Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro, Kosovo, Serbia and Croatia.
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Do International Criminal Tribunals trigger social change, provide reconciliation, stabilize fragile post-conflict societies? Many authors claim they do, but they base their assumptions mainly on theoretical considerations and opinion polls. The editors and authors of this book take a different position: based on extensive field research in nine European and African countries, they examine whether tribunal decisions resulted in changes in media frames about the conflicts which gave rise to the creation of these tribunals. International Tribunals hardly ever shape or change the grand narratives about wars and other conflicts, but they often manage to trigger small changes in media frames which, in some cases, even lead to public reflection about guilt and responsibility and more awareness for (the respective enemy’s) victims. On an empirical basis, this book shows the potential of International Criminal Justice, the possibilities, but also the limits of International Criminal Tribunals. Volume 2 presents the evidence from Kenya, Rwanda, Sudan and South Sudan.
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Allegories and Metaphors in Early Political Thought: From Plato to Machiavelli examines allegories and metaphors that best exemplify the ideologies of Plato, Aristotle, St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, and Niccolo Machiavelli. Author Kevin Dooley’s approach allows readers to gain a greater understanding of each thinker’s ideas through the lens of metaphor, which stimulates imaginative discussions and more thoughtful reflections.
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It is often repeated that we live today in a ‘post-truth’ world. But this problem has a long history. Greek philosophers investigated the origins of truth (and the will to truth) in hope to separate truth from illusion. But already Machiavelli equated the concept of truth with the notion of what seems to be true. And today? Perhaps, we are paying the price of naivety. In this book, the author approaches the idea of deliberative democracy with reservation, attempting to expose the vain hopes rooted in the Enlightenment tradition, which placed the desire for truth at the fore, and relegated the desire for illusion to the shadows. The book encourages reflection on the appeal of deception in a world which has become the ‘grazing ground’; a world which rejects metaphysics in favour of pragmatic theories, thereby transforming politics into a sphere where truth is replaced with ‘narrative’.
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Understanding Peace Holistically: From the Spiritual to the Political argues that spiritually rooted and morally oriented peacefulness is relevant to the socio-economic-political structures that provide the conditions for a culture of peace. As the authors build up a theory of peace from the spiritual to the relational and communal towards the socio-political, this book also identifies key principles that characterise international and institutional processes that nurture peace. The holistic conception of peace developed in this book may guide and inspire individuals, institutions, and international organisations with regards to how to make peace.
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This book contains collection of articles which provide policy implications related to the problem of achieving substantive reform on the basis of harmonising legislation in Western Balkan (WB) countries with the standards of the European Union (EU). While WB states have generally been successful in adopting legal reforms that make up a part of EU conditionality, many laws remain unenforced, amounting to “empty shells.” In the space between law, as it is written, and practices as they are engaged in everyday life, exists a gap, characterized by informality, clientelism, and exchange often based on strong tie relationships. Some instances of informality undermine the goal of establishing rule law and contribute to corruption. Others offer valuable solutions to persistent social problems or represent traditional vehicles of social cohesion that should be promoted. The recommendations in this book seek to address both constructive and damaging instances of informality, and to identify policy measures that can help to harmonise not only legislation, but existing informal practices on the ground.
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This book analyzes the relationship between Colombian paramilitaries and the State in the period 1982–2007. Despite the attention that the paramilitaries demand, due to both the magnitude of their crimes and their specificities, understanding the nature of this interaction has proven to be complex. They were not a homogeneous, hierarchical force, but a protean network of highly localistic coalitions and units. Based on new and extensive empirical evidence, this book shows that even in diverse circumstances there was a set of basic mechanisms that established a link between the State and paramilitary factions, which marked the trajectory of the latter. These mechanisms, in turn, were permanently mediated by political institutions and the highly clientelistic Colombian polity. Therefore, without a close reading of the Colombian clientelistic politics and statehood, it is not possible to understand the interaction between the two entities.

**Francisco Gutierrez Sanín** is a researcher at the Instituto de Estudios Políticos y Relaciones Internacionales at the Universidad Nacional de Colombia. He has a PhD in Political Science from Warsaw University. Throughout his career he has worked and published on civil war, patterns of violence against civilians, statehood and state fragility, political indicators, political parties, and clientelism. He participated in the Comisión Histórica del Conflicto y sus Víctimas summoned by the Colombian government and FARC peace table.
The book studies how multiple representations of the Other are constructed, Europeanized and used in Poland and Sweden in various heritage related contexts (museums, cities, war cemeteries, commemoration sites etc.) in the second decade of the 21st century. In a more general sense, the authors raise the question of how otherness (in terms of culture, ethnicity, class, gender, etc.) is constructed and leads to its social inclusion, domestication, marginalization or – increasingly common in Scandinavian and Central European peripheries – exclusion.

Shaun May

Capital-in-Crisis, Trade Unionism and the Question of Revolutionary Agency

The entry of the capital relation into its epoch of structural crisis forms the basis for the development of the author’s conception of revolutionary agency. Drawing on the work and achievements of both Marx and Hungarian socialist thinker István Mészáros, May relates the emergence and deepening of the structural crisis to the decline of trade unionism as the traditional and universal form of organization deployed economically by workers against capital. In the relationship between the «defensively-structured», universal, trade union form and the growing contradictions of the global capitalist system, May seeks to unearth the possibility of a higher form of agency which is more adequately adapted to address the immediate and long-term objectives facing millions of people today worldwide in the age of capital’s «destructive self-reproduction».

Looking back in order to look forward, he also subjects the form of agency within the Russian Revolution to a critique which relates it directly to the conditions prevailing in Russia at the time. In so doing, he questions its supposed validity as a form of revolutionary agency for the struggle to put an end to the global capitalist system today.

Zuhal Mert Uzuner

Role of Image in Greek-Turkish Relations

This volume evaluates the role of image reconstruction processes in Greek–Turkish relations in the last decades. With contributions from prominent academics from different social science disciplines, it explains various aspects of contemporary image construction processes through educational materials in schools, history books, media, popular culture, cinema, diplomatic and political discourses. The authors explain how images about Self and the Other are reconstructed through different social interaction processes of individuals today and how much the new images differ from the Others offered by nationalist rhetoric of nation states. They analyze the limits of alternative image construction processes in eroding settled national images.
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This book draws attention to the manifestation of the totalitarian regime in Slovakia during World War II in its influences on the Nitra region, known for its dominant historical, economic and cultural center, the city of Nitra. The authors capture the reflection of regulations issued by the central government on the lower level of state administration and show to what extent particular decisions intervened in and influenced the lives of ordinary citizens on a regional level. The changes were obvious in the political, economic, social and cultural life. The book, based on detailed archival research, is a collection of human fates and tragedies caused by the events engendered within the framework of «great politics».
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Supporters of European integration have always argued that it has brought peace. Yet no scientific study has ever developed a critical approach to such a claim. To remedy this surprising deficiency, the author builds a typology that will help to distinguish the two main opposing approaches to this question: that of the Europeanists and that of the Eurosceptics. The dialectical confrontation between these two approaches is the red thread of the book. Taken up in each of the chapters, it provides a synthetic point of view aimed at overcoming this opposition. The author shows that the contribution of the European construction to peace lies in the nuances, thus distinguishing itself from the ironical slogans of the Europeanists while dismantling the arguments of the Eurosceptics. He concludes that the EU will never be able to prevent extremist and belligerent tendencies among the European states and/or peoples. It can, however, limit the damage those tendencies could cause through the rules and institutions which the Member States have committed to respecting.
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Cet ouvrage se penche sur le regain d’importance qu’ont pris les organisations internationales dans les relations internationales de l’après-guerre froide marquées, notamment, par l’accélération de la globalisation et de la diffusion du pouvoir mondial. L’ouvrage s’intéresse au rapport des régions à la transformation en cours des équilibres mondiaux et partant au sens qu’elles insufflent à l’ordre international actuel. Chaque projet régional est porteur à l’extérieur de normes et règles qui lui sont propres, ce qui n’est pas sans produire une concurrence entre groupements. Cette rivalité entre blocs régionaux existe tant au niveau de chaque continent qu’à l’échelle planétaire. Bien que cette concurrence soit loin de constituer un phénomène nouveau, elle a pris de l’ampleur avec, notamment, la prolifération de toute une série de méga-blocs régionaux, d’associations trans-régionales ou de coopération interrégionale (TTIP, TTP, « une ceinture, une route », Union euroasienne, RCEP, partenariat UE/CELAC, Asem), dont l’objectif premier est de façonner l’ordre mondial en fonction des attentes des acteurs qui les composent. Il est donc question d’étudier la place et le(s) rôle(s) des groupes régionaux, interrégionaux et transrégionaux émergents dans l’ordonnancement des relations internationales à l’heure de la multipolarisation progressive des affaires mondiales et de la crise de la gouvernance mondiale.

SEBASTIAN SANTANDER est professeur ordinaire au département de science politique et en charge du Centre CEFIR de l’Université de Liège (ULg). Il est docteur de l’Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) et tire son post-doctorat de l’Université de Maastricht. Il est collaborateur scientifique à l’Institut d’études européennes (IEE) de l’ULB ainsi qu’au CEIM de l’UQAM. Ses recherches portent sur les dynamiques régionales et leur projection mondiales ainsi que sur les puissances émergentes. Il est auteur de plusieurs articles et ouvrages sur la question des organisations régionales.
Terrorist attacks in Norway, Germany, Belgium, Holland, France and Turkey showed that Europe faces new security challenges. Based on their purpose, terrorist organisations vary widely: They range from large state-like structures to small, decentralised and self-directed networks. How these networks develop and maintain depends to a large degree on their financial sources and funding. The authors look at those aspects of terrorism. They analyse different methods of funding – how terrorist organisations, terrorist cells and individuals raise, move and spend money to support or carry out terrorist activities. The study also takes international responses into account to combat the funding of terrorism.

Ivica Simonovski

Ivica Simonovski received his PhD in International Politics at the Faculty of Law, Saints Cyril and Methodius University of Skopje. He is the Co-Founder of the Cyber Security, Corporate Security and Crisis Management Initiative (C3I). This non-governmental organisation focuses on raising public awareness of phenomena which are related to human security and privacy, among others electronic transactions and money laundering as well as terrorism and financing of terrorism.

Zeynep Ece Ünsal

Zeynep Ece Ünsal studied Business Administration as well as European Union and International Relations at the Baskent University in Ankara (Turkey). She received her PhD in International Security and Terrorism from the Defence Sciences Institute at the Turkish Military Academy in Ankara. Her research areas are international security, terrorism, international organisations and the European Union. She is the chairperson of CSRC-Global, a non-governmental organisation focused on security and terrorism issues especially in the cyber area.

Janusz Wec

Germany’s Position on the System Reform of the European Union in 2002–2016

This book presents the evolution of Germany’s stance on the reform of the European Union in the years 2002–2016. The objectives of the book are threefold: first, to analyse the positions of the German government and parliamentary opposition on the reform of the European Union’s political system in 2002–2009; second, to describe their stance on the system reform of the Economic and Monetary Union and the Eurozone in 2012–2016; and third, to analyse their positions on the EU immigration crisis in 2015–2016. The study employs a triangulation of a variety of qualitative methods: case-studies, analysis of official documents, literature, speeches and historic items. The result is an in-depth and multidimensional picture of the activities and positions of members of the German government and parliamentary opposition regarding the reform of the EU’s political system.
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Since 2007 the ULG Migrationsmanagement at the University Salzburg has been working on interdisciplinary topics in the field of migration. The book documents the interdisciplinary competences in the field of migration and presents new arguments. The book compares the thematic construction of the Ulm Master's thesis, which deals with the question of the permanence of the Cold War era patterns of migration in Poland already after the collapse of the Soviet Bloc. Based on multi-sited anthropological fieldwork conducted in Poland, Vietnam, and the Internet, the author provides nuanced picture of Vietnamese migrant community, focusing on evolution of resources transferred by the migrants during particular periods of history. The main question posed in the book is the durability of Cold War era patterns of human mobility in the current era of “global capitalism”.
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Democratic transition is a very complex phenomenon. It relies on the outcome of the political competition between key actors during its initial stages, as well as on economic, social, and structural constraints inherited from the previous authoritarian regime. The book compares both series of factors by focusing on citizens’ democratic engagement and on political elites’ behavior. Despite a strong path-dependency to the previous authoritarian structures and low levels of initial democratic resources, citizens made proof of remarkable willingness to support democracy. By street protests, they even pressured political populist elites in power to abandon radical undemocratic regime changes. Romania managed therefore to maintain its European course and to avoid serious democratic backsliding.
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The world order that emerged after the Second World War resulted in the formation of rather unexpected connections between Poland and Vietnam, two middle-sized countries located on opposite sides of the globe. The mobility induced by “socialist fraternity” student exchange programs resulted in the emergence of the largest non-European migrant community in Poland already after the collapse of the Soviet Bloc. Basing on multi-sited anthropological fieldwork conducted in Poland, Vietnam, and the Internet, the author provides nuanced picture of Vietnamese migrant community, focusing on evolution of resources transferred by the migrants during particular periods of history. The main question posed in the book is the durability of Cold War era patterns of human mobility in the current era of “global capitalism”.
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School Violence and the Virtual

Violence Studies. Vol. 1

hb · ISBN 978-1-4331-2041-1
CHF 100.95 / €D 87.95 / €A 89.95 / € 81.95 / £ 65.95 / US-$ 97.95
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School violence has become our new American horror story, but it also has its roots in the way it comments on western values with respect to violence, shame, mental illness, suicide, humanity, and the virtual. Beyond Columbine: School Violence and the Virtual offers a series of readings of school shooting episodes in the United States as well as similar cases in Finland, Germany, and Norway, among others and their relatedness. The book expands the author’s central premise from her earlier book Failure to Hold, which explores the hidden curriculum of American culture that is rooted in perceived inequality and the shame, rage, and violence that it provokes. In doing so, it goes further to explore the United States’ outdated perceptual apparatus based on a reflective liberal ideology and presents a new argument about proproception: the combined effect of a sustained lack of thought (non-cognitive) in action that is engendered by digital media and virtual culture. The present interpretation of the virtual is not limited to video games but encompasses the entire perceptual field of information sharing and media stylization (e.g., social networking, television, and branding). More specifically, American culture has immersed itself so thoroughly in a digital world that its violence and responses to violence lack reflection to the point where it confuses data with certainty. School-related violence is presented as a dramatic series of events with Columbine as its pilot episode.
La agenda de la rendición de cuentas democrática o accountability social ha avanzado en los últimos años en el análisis de experiencias, pero carecemos de diagnósticos de conjunto que permitan una comprensión articulada la posición de esas experiencias y sus actores en los contextos políticos nacionales. El objetivo de este libro es realizar un estudio comparativo que caracteriza los regímenes de controles democráticos existentes en cinco países del Sur Global. En cada país es contemplado el conjunto total de las experiencias relevantes de control social sobre las instituciones públicas y sus agentes, diagnosticando los rasgos comunes que las vuelven expresión de un determinado contexto sociopolítico y definiendo sus alcances. Los patrones resultantes constituyen regímenes nacionales de rendición de cuentas, es decir, configuraciones relativamente estables de control social cuyo diagnóstico enriquece nuestra comprensión del funcionamiento del Estado y de las instituciones políticas en esos países. La perspectiva de abordaje se centra en los «controles democráticos no electorales», que remiten a un universo de dispositivos donde se articula la acción ciudadana y colectiva orientada al control de autoridades públicas, independientemente del carácter democrático o no del régimen.

Richard Nadeau • Eric Bélanger • Michael S. Lewis-Beck • Mathieu Turgeon • François Gélineau • María Celeste Ratto

Elecciones Latinoamericanas

Selección y Cambio de Voto


¿Cómo votan los latinoamericanos en las democracias emergentes? Este es el primer libro científico que de forma unificada ofrece la respuesta a dicho interrogante, más sistemática y exhaustiva hasta el día de hoy. Diversos expertos se unen para evaluar la aplicabilidad del marco teórico de The American Voter (también conocido como el Modelo de Michigan). Analizando datos de la encuesta del Barómetro de las Américas (18 países latinoamericanos desde 2008 a 2012), los autores descubrieron que al igual que los votantes de cualquier democracia del mundo, los latinoamericanos responden a fuerzas de largo plazo tales como las clases sociales, los vínculos con partidos políticos y la ideología. Asimismo, prestan atención a factores de corto plazo, como la economía, la inseguridad y la corrupción. El modelo de Michigan, pues, ofrece una poderosa explicación sobre el comportamiento electoral también en América Latina, resultando este libro de gran interés para los lectores que quieran conocer sobre la política y la sociedad latinoamericana y para aquellos que quieran desarrollar una mejor comprensión de cómo votan los ciudadanos en tales latitudes.

Antonella Valmorbida (ed.)

The European Decentralised Cooperation

Acting for development engaging local authorities and civil society

Bruxelles, 310 p., 21 ill. color, 10 tables

The local dimension is not considered any longer the final part of a top down long chain of processes bringing democracy and wealth but rather an essential and founding part of it. This publication gives a significant and unique overview on the processes of decentralised cooperation and the ways in which it impacts and engages communities in the European Union and the rest of the world. The publication is mainly focusing on the neighbouring countries of Europe as well those engaged in process of accession to the EU. Decentralised cooperation is an instrument with an important and evidenced added value to be further strengthened and empowered. The compelling narrative develops a comprehensive perspective on the processes of Decentralisation and development through cooperation between local authorities and civil society based on thorough research on legislative, extensive work in the field as well as good practices from relevant countries in Europe and its Neighbourhood.
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Eine empirische Untersuchung im Bundesland Bayern
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Und immer wieder Utopia
Perspektiven utopischen Denkens von Morus bis zur Gegenwart
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Jingyoung Yu · Peter Nitschke (Hrsg.)
Die Entwicklung berufsbildender Schulen in Preußen, Sachsen und Württemberg zwischen 1869 und 1914
Ein Vergleich der preußischen, sächsischen und württembergischen Entwicklungen im beruflichen Schulwesen bis zum Ersten Weltkrieg

Band 21
Kai Brakhage
Grundriss einer heterodoxen Didaktisierung des Finanzsystems
The aim of this series is to study diversity by privileging an interdisciplinary approach, through political, legal, cultural and social frameworks. The proposed method of inquiry will be to appeal, at once, to the fields of political philosophy, law, political science, history and sociology. In a period characterized by the increasing diversity of contemporary societies, the authors published in this series will explore avenues for the accommodation and management of pluralism and identity. Such studies will not be limited to assessments of federal states, but will include states that are on the path to federalization as well as non-federal states. Serious efforts will be undertaken to enrich our comprehension of so-called «nations without states», most notably Catalonia, Scotland, Flanders and Quebec. A point of emphasis will also be placed on extracting lessons from experiences with civil law relative to those cases marked by the common law tradition. Monist and competing models will be compared in order to assess the relative capacity of each model to provide responses to the question of political instability, while pursuing the quest for justice in minority societies. The series also addresses the place of cities in the management of diversity, as well as the question of migration more generally and the issue of communities characterized by overlapping and hybrid identities. A profound sensitivity to historical narratives is also expected to enrich the proposed scientific approach. Finally, the works published in this series will reveal a common aspiration to advance social and political debates without privileging any particular school of thought.
Cette collection accueille des travaux dont l’objectif est d’analyser les changements géopolitiques ayant marqué la scène européenne et mondiale depuis 1989. Au niveau européen, une attention particulière est consacrée aux conflits post-guerre froide ainsi qu’à la transformation des relations entre l’Union européenne et les grandes puissances. Au niveau mondial, d’intenses bouleversements ont radicalement modifié les grilles de lecture des crises et des conflits, qu’il s’agisse de la prévention, de la gestion ou de la résolution de ceux-ci.

This series welcomes contributions seeking to analyse the geopolitical changes which have been such a prominent feature of the European and world arena since 1989. At the European level, there is a particular focus on post-Cold War conflicts along with the transformation which has occurred in relations between the European Union and major powers. At a world level, major upheavals have radically altered the ground rules for understanding conflicts and crises. They have also had far-reaching implications for the prevention, management and resolution of disputes.
Interdisciplinary Studies on Central and Eastern Europe

Edited by Nicolas Hayoz, Jens Herlth and Julia Richers

This series focuses on the political, economic and cultural changes in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. It offers a platform for inter-disciplinary research on this multifaceted part of the world. The focus lies mainly on current and recent developments in societies and political systems; but research on cultural and historical backgrounds has its place here, too. The range of disciplines includes political science, history, and social anthropology, but also philosophy, cultural studies, and literary criticism. The articles are written in English.
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Illiberal and authoritarian tendencies in Central, Southeastern and Eastern Europe
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Modernization in Georgia
Theories, Discourses and Realities
Sociología política para los desafíos del siglo XXI

Edited by Karina Ansolabehere y Daniel Vázquez

This series seeks to analyse contemporary issues of the global South through the lens of political sociology. It explores the many challenges this region of the world faces that lie at the intersection between politics and society: state capacity, control of the territory and concentration of political and economic power, coexistence of democratic regimes with extraordinary levels of violence, poverty and inequality, weakness of the judicial system, grave human rights violations, government unaccountability, corruption, impunity, media concentration and political use of networks, only to mention a few.
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Francisco Gutierrez Sanin
Clientelistic Warfare
Paramilitaries and the State in Colombia (1982–2007)

Tomo 1

Ernesto Isunza - Adrian Gurza (eds)
Controles democráticos no electorales y regímenes de rendición de cuentas en el Sur Global
México, Colombia, Brasil, China y Sudáfrica
European integration is a profound phenomenon influencing our current understanding of political and social processes in Europe and beyond. The set of European institutions that have now functioned in the continent for over half a century have created new broadened frames of reference for a variety of social actors. The most comprehensive is the European Union, which can be characterised as a multilevel polity. The other organisations, such as the Council of Europe and OSCE, also contribute significantly to the new mode of relations in Europe. This has in turn influenced how social and political actors act and define their roles. European integration has changed the functioning of states, their sovereignty and the meaning and status of borders, as well as the nature of citizenship. It has also allowed social actors to be engaged in the increasingly transnationalised public sphere and therefore changed the analysis of the concept of civil society. In addition, it profoundly impacts the life of individuals, permitting spatial and social mobility along with reconstruction of collective identity and memory. This series welcomes book proposals that look at the political and social aspects of human activities in the broadest terms but analysed from the perspective of how these processes are transformed as a result of European integration.
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**Studies in European Integration, State and Society**

*Edited by Magdalena Góra, Zdzisław Mach and Katarzyna Zielińska*

European integration is a profound phenomenon influencing our current understanding of political and social processes in Europe and beyond. The set of European institutions that have now functioned in the continent for over half a century have created new broadened frames of reference for a variety of social actors. The most comprehensive is the European Union, which can be characterised as a multilevel polity. The other organisations, such as the Council of Europe and OSCE, also contribute significantly to the new mode of relations in Europe. This has in turn influenced how social and political actors act and define their roles. European integration has changed the functioning of states, their sovereignty and the meaning and status of borders, as well as the nature of citizenship. It has also allowed social actors to be engaged in the increasingly transnationalised public sphere and therefore changed the analysis of the concept of civil society. In addition, it profoundly impacts the life of individuals, permitting spatial and social mobility along with reconstruction of collective identity and memory. This series welcomes book proposals that look at the political and social aspects of human activities in the broadest terms but analysed from the perspective of how these processes are transformed as a result of European integration.
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**Local Community, Power and European Integration**
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**Europe in Polish Public Discourse**
Studies in Political Transition

Edited by Klaus Bachmann

The Studies in Political Transition are a series dedicated to publishing interdisciplinary approaches to Political Sciences, Law, and Media and Communication. Scholars examine various forms of regime changes and their impact on social and institutional matters by analyzing the mechanisms and procedures leading to those changes. The series’ editor, Professor Klaus Bachmann, is a widely known critical commentator on issues concerning the European Union as well as contemporary Polish culture.
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International Criminal Tribunals as Actors of Domestic Change
The Impact on Institutional Reform
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Studies in Politics, Security and Society

Edited by Stanisław Sulowski

The book series presents the work of outstanding researchers in the area of political science and security studies. The works published will showcase the research pursued by the Polish as well as eastern European scholars on the theoretical and practical aspects of politics and security policy. Monographs as well as collective volumes shall be considered for publication.
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